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i 
whcn solving t partial differential equations numerically, it is often desirable to w 
impbat methods for reasons af numerical stability. lhis is particularly true for parabolic equations where 
the time step restriction is scvm for upliat methods. In more than one space dimtsion, however, impli- 
cit methods lead to linear systans of equations with compli~ted structurt which cannot be solved e%- 
acntly by direct methods. 
consequtntly, a wi& variety af dimensional splitting or fractional step metbods have bear used. In 
these methods, a single multidimtmional implicit time step is replaced by a seque~t of s t e p ,  each of 
whi& is impsat in only one coordinate direction. In that dirdon, the equations Qn be solved along OM 
line of Bridpointt at a time, giving a bandtd systati of equatiom which can be tirsily solved. Tht reader is 
referred to [2], [4], [lo], [13j for an intmdwtion to many of the methods used in practia. 
One diffdty which has sanetimes ~:.,+d these methods and frequently caused amfusion ammg 
users is tk proper spcafiition of boundary amditions for the intermediate solutions which arise between 
the individual steps of th sequmoe. 'Iheplrposeof this paper is to show haw tht proptr boundary am- 
ditim can frequently bj determined quite simply and logically by c0nsi-g the "modified equation" (or 
"model equation") c a m  to eacb f ~ t e  differtna appronmation in the sequenct. 
We will illustrate this technique by Oonsidenng several fractional step methods for the heat equation 
in two spaa dimensions: the I d y  one dimeriional @OD) method, the altemaring-&redon implicit 
(ADO methods of peaOeman-Radrfmc4ll] and Douglas-G143j, and the approximate factorization (AF) 
method of Beam and Wming[l]. General boundary maditions rlrvolving normal dcrivatives are handed. 
We have chosen a simple problem and well-known fra.$haI step methods in order to ilhstrate the 
tcdmique as clearly as possible. The same i h q  used her.; can be applied to other methodf and more ann- 
plicatcd equatmns. 'Iht extension to methods invdving more than two fractional steps is illustrated 
amsidering the LOD method in three space dimmsions in Section 6. 
Although here we only discuss d i m e n s ~ d  splittiq methods, the same approach can be used to 
determine the mrrect htennediate boundxy conditions for any additive splitting method. Orher amtexts 
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where thse idcas have already been applied indude the splittine of hyperbolic systems into subprob~ans 
with -ate wave speedr[8], [9], the splithag of amvcctim-diffusion equations into hyperbolic ami para- 
bolic subproblans[8], and splittings of the incanpressible Navicr-Stokes cquationS[71. 
For mast of this papcr we will &der tbt two-dimmsional heat equation, 
Y, = Y, + qs .. = Lu in n = [O,l]X[O,l] (1.1) 
Ueth boundary omditions on an. Along the bauadary x = x, (x, = 0 or l), for example, wc will comidn 
(1.2b) 
(1.3a) 
Q>q*' = P2G. (1.3b) 
I ~ T C  the P's and Q's spatial diff- OpaatorS, With Q, and Q, inv01Ying d i f f m  in only the X- 
and y-direcciom nspedvely. q, represents the numerical ~ o x h a t i s n  to the solution u(xi,y,,r,). For 
simpicity, wc take equal mesh widths h in the x and y directions, so x, = ih and yj = jh  for 
i j  = 0,1, ... ,N,whcreh = VN. l%ctimestepisdenottdbyk, sot, = nk, n = 0,1, .... 
The problem is to dttamint appropriate boundary amditions for the "intermediate solution" c, 
which arises in (1.3). We typically require baundary data q,, b = 0, N for (1.3a). 'Ve may also require 
Ub, b = 0, N, for (1.3b) if P, invOlVeS y-diffamceS. 
Typically, (1.3) gives a scamd order m a t e  approximation U"':, wfiile the individual steps (1.3a) 
and (1.3b) are not saxmd order m a t e  methods for the original equation. Hcncz the intermdate solu- 
tion fl is nonphysical and docs not correspond to the true solution at any intermediate time. lhis makes 
it difficult to damnine a priori the propcr boundary amditim. 
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The eippmxh we will take CoMiSts of &tamhing the modified equation for (1.3a), the differential 
equation whiQ woyld be solved to sdamd order BDQUBCY if we iterated with the xbane 
Q,V"J! = PIVu. 
'Ihe m&ed equatiun is derived by replacing tbc tiiffcxuxe optraton by upansim of di€fmtial opera- 
tors. 'Ibis nparrrion can be truncated at an apprapiate poht to give a differential equation. 
We denote the modified equation by 
u; = L = U -  (1 
whcre L' is a differential operator involving only spatial derivatives. Similarly, we can derive the modifed 
equation for (1.3b): 
1. 
u, = L--u-=. 
By truncating th upamions in each modified equstion eppropriately, we will have 
L = L' + L", 
an additive splitting of tbc ori@ operator. 
(1.4b) 
(1.5) 
Tbat is an obvious splitting of L into om dimmOna; operaton, namely 
ma, use more complicdttd splittirigs of the operator L .  
Onct the modified equation (1.4a) has hem determined, we can view (1.3a) as taking a single time 
step on the equation (1.4a) with initial conditions 
u'(ry,t,) = u(xy,t,) v xy f n. (1.7) 
Here we assume = u(x,y,,r,,). If the solutim to (1.4a), (1.7) is denoted by u'(xy,t)  for t z t,,, then 
to simply adploy a o;rosided, s#xmd order m a t e ,  finite difference approximation to (1.4a). 'Ihm we 
are solving the samc equation at the bowdary as in the mterior, but with a one-sided scheme instead of 
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the (presumably antered) scheme (1.3a). 
The problem with this appro ad^ is that it does not d e  any use of the spaCired boundary conditions 
(1.2). We can often do better by cietennining the boundary behavior of u'(x,y,r) in terms of the (pen) 
bo~ndary behavior of u. If we suooted in determining u'(x,y,t,,+k) to o(P) for points dong the bun- 
dary, this gives us the proper spwfication of rT. 
Actuallv, it &ly suffices t o  have hundary data which are ow order of acmracy l e r  
than the inter ior  schaoe, i.e., w m l y  d t o  insure that 
4 = u'(x,,y,,r,,+k) + O(P)  (1.8b) 
at boundary points to maintain second order aaxuacy. For hyperbolic equations this is a result of Gustafs- 
For the heat equation it is a simple amsequence of linearity and the maximum principle. How- 
ever, in practice it is found that such boundary conditions can lead to a large inaeaSe in the mor amstant. 
Althouj$ the results are second order accurate as the mesh is refined, the errors on any particular mesh 
may be an order of magnitude larger than necasary. lhis can make a significant difference i? the effort 
required to solve a multidimensional problem to a specified amuaq, and so we recommend using boun- 
dary amditions with O(P) aauracy whenever possible. Some examples of the resulting inaease in acrx- 
racy will be seen in later sections. 
To determine the behavior of II- along the boundary, consider a typical pint  alcng one of the bun- 
daries x = x5.  Expandmg u.(xb,y,ra+k) about time r,, gives 
1 
2 
= ua + &'u' + - k w u .  + - - - .  
We obtain M' by di!ferentlating (1.4a) with respect to t and replacing time derivatives of u* on the right 
hand side by L*u, so that hf involves only spurual derivatives. For the linear quation considered here we 
have M = (L-)?, but the same prooess can be applied even in nonlinear problems. 
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It is important that tbc final exprdon in (1.9) involves only spatial derivatives of U* at time t,, . (We 
make the amvention throughout this paper that if a function occurs with no arguments on the right hand 
side of such an cx-pmsion, the point (q,,y,t,,) iS assumed.) h r d h g  to the initial conditions (1.3, 
u* - u at time r,, and so L*u. = L'u and similarly for any spatial operator (N.B. this is valid only at time 
t,!). So (1.9) beoolnes 
(1.10) 1 2 
U*(X,Jq,,+k) = u + kL'v + -k2M'u + . * * . 
This can frequently be manipulated to yield an expression in terms of the original h d a q  data for u by 
using the original equation (1.1) to replact L' and M* by "tangential" operators involyine only t- and y- 
derivatives. The form of the final expression obtained depends on the particular case in question. Rather 
than continuing in such generality, we will demonstrate the proass on particular examples in the following 
sections. 
The LOD method for the heat equation (1.1) takes the form 
1 1 
(I - ---kD?)V,+' 2 .  = ( I  + p f ) L $ .  
(2.la) 
(2.lb) 
.; = u:x, (2.2) 
we can take this as the moctifrcd equation for (2.la). The second step (2.lb) is *& same in the y- 
direction, and so the LOD method curresponds to the splitting (1.6). 
Note that (2.la) i8n be applied at j = b = 0, N in order to obtain ?he values qb needed in (2,lb). 
= 0, N. consider 8 typical point ( ~ ~ 3 )  However, wc still need to ~parify boundary  condition^ f m  GJ, 
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and expand u'(xb,y,r,,+k) about (xb,y,t,,) to obtain 
- 
u,,,r - - h A y  + U)??,.. 
This allows us to rewfite the boundary data (2.3) in terms of t- and y-derivatives of u along the boundary 
x = xb: 
1 = [I - ka,t + -Pa;! + . . . U(Xb,yY,rn+k) .  
. 2 -  
'zhis can also be obtained by integrating (1.4b) bedrwards in time from U"':; see Section 6 101 L. ,'*. 
If the on@ problem speafied Diridet boundary conditions, u(x,~,t) = g(y,t),  (2.4) immediately 
provides the appropriate boundary conditions for rr'. Based on (1.&1), we earl take 
condition 
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To demonstrate the validity of the boundary conditions derived here, we present the results of two 
numerical experiments with Dirichlet conditions. We first amsider the prohlea (1.1) with ex= solution 
u(xy, r )  = sin(xn + Y ) C - ! . ~ '  (2.9) 
and specify bmndary conditions obtained by evaluating (2.9) along the boundaries, e.g., alcng x = 0, 
&,r )  = sinCy)~-l.~'. (2.10) 
we c~mpare the resdts obtaiaed with three different choices of boundary ccmditions gj. 'Ihe fint of 
these is simply 
Gj = gbj,tn+m)* (2.11) 
'Ibis has been rcoommended by some authors, but comparing this to (2.5) shows that it differs by O(k).  
We thus expect this boundary amdition to destroy the second order accuracy. This is amfirmed by the 
results of Table 2.1. Here we have displayed the errors at time r = 0.75 measured in both the L,- and 
L2-wnns. We have also computed the L,-rate of convergence, obtained by annparing the errors with dif- 
ferent values of k (we ahvays take klh fixed as the mesh is refined and h = UN). The L2-rate is defined 
by log(cr/ci) / log(k$kl), where c1 and e: are fie L2-crrm obtained with time steps A, and k, respectively. 
'Ihe second boundary condition used is 
appro&, one inserts u n d e t d e d  constants in place of the unkncwn boundary valurs and combines the 
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stages into a onestep method. Rciprhg that the redting me*d be second order m a t e  yields the 
boundaiy condition (2.12). Sinct (2.12: corresponds to the f i t  two turns in (2.5), acmrdmg to our 
comments amaming equation (1.8b) this &odd be suffiaent to restore second order accuracy. 'Ihis is 
as0 confumtd by Table 2.1. Fay, we have used (2.5) itself. Again the method is second order accu- 
rate, but the errors are reduced by an order of magnitude over those Seen with (2.12). 
In our seamd experiment, we investigate the effect of various boiidary condi!ions on a steady state 
solution obtained with the LOD method. Presumably the choice of boundary conditions will have little 
effect on the rate of convergeact to steady state, but may have a significant impact on the maq of the 
resulting solution. To investigate this latter effect, we have taken initial data equal to an exact steady state 
solution to (l.l), namely, 
u(xly) = coSho,-.S) sinx + cOsh(x-.S) s iny.  (2.13) 
Again, Diridiet boundary conditions were obtained by evaluating (2.13) along t;le boundaries. W~thin a 
few iterations, the LOD method converges to a numerical steady state. Table 2.2 shows the error in the 
numerical solution for each of the boundary conditions oonsidered previously. Again, (2.11) gives only 
first order ecarracy while (2.12) restores second order accuracy. In this case, the use of (2.5) improves 
the error constant by a fwtm of at least 20 over (2.12). 
The AD1 method introduced by Peaceman and Racfiford[ll] hes the fm 
(3.lb) 
Here the splitting is no longer simply (1.6). The lulI method is usually viewed in the following way: 
EaEh step (3.la) and (3.lb) is a p s r  order m a t e  method for the original equation (1.1) on a time step 
of length kR which ambine to give seumd order armracy over a step of length k. Because (3.la) is am- 
(I - ykD;,q+1 1 = ( I  + ykD,z)l& 1 -
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sistent with the original equation, i t  is tq t ing  t o  specify 
Gj = gb/Jn+-kR), (3.2) 
Cor example, in the case of Dirichlet amditions. However, it has long been known that this causes a loss 
0:' accuracy since this boundary condition does not mntain the O(k') error present in the interior which is 
required to cancel out the O(p) error in the second step. Faixweather and Mitchell[S] determined the 
correct boundary conditions by the method of undetermined functions, obtaining 
where g/" = g(&,r,,). The same result can be obtained by the approach advocated here. 
Rather than viewing (3.la) as a first order scheme for (1.1) with time step kR, we derive the modi- 
fied equation for which (3.la) is a se!umd order approximation with time step k. We have 
1 1 (1 - ~ ~ ~ ) u ' ( x , y , r , , + k )  = ( I  + - ~ o , ~ ) u " ( x , Y , ~ , ) ,  2 .  
-@ u"(x,y,t,+k) about u*(x,y,tn) and using, for example, 
we obtain 
u- + k(u; - 1 + ,a(.; 1 - + O(k3) = u- + -ku,:, 1 + O(P)  
2 .' 
or, solving for u;: 
(3.4) 
* -  1 1 u, - y ( U : .  + I(:,) .. - +;, - U:J + O(P).  
We can obtain expressions for ui  and u i K  by differentiating this. Plugging the resulting expressions back 
into (3.4) gives 
(3.5) 
1 1 4' = - ( 4 r  2 + + T H G  - .,>>>) 
plus terms which are O(P).  Hence @.la) gives a second order m a t e  approximation to (3.5) on a time 
step of length k and we can take 
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(3.6a) 
sinct (3.lb) is the same as (3.la) but with x and y i n t e r w e d ,  deriving the m&ied quation for 
1 1 
2 ' C  L" = -(a? + a;) + -k(dL' - a;). 
(3.lb) gives 
(3.6h) L" = I ( a t  + a;) + -k(a; 1 - a;). 2 8 .  
Note that (1.5) is satisfied. 
Using the equation (3.5), we CXJ proceed as before to determine the boundary data. since 
we now obtain, by (l.lO), 
ut,,, - u.ynT = un - 2utp 
so that this can be reexpressed in terms of t -  and y- derivatives along the boundary. &ne, with Dirichlet 
boundrlly conditions, we can take 
(3.8) 
1 Gj = g O l j , r a + f l )  + ,k?(gr,Olj,rn)-2g,.Ol~,t,)). 
This gives the required O(k?) correction to (3.2). Instead of usiQ deiivatives of thr function g, one could 
approximate (3.8) by any finite difference expression axrect to O(P) .  It is easy to verify that 
Fairweather and Mitchell's boundary condition (3.3) is one such approximation. 
The approach taken here easily exten& to more general boundary mnditions. For example, 
corresponding to the boundary conditions (2.6) with Q and p constant, we obtain 
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Based on the formulas used above, it is also easy to Cetcnnine the intermediate boundary conditions 
for the AD1 method proposed by Douglas and -31: 
(Z - m,')q = (I + k D , f ) q  
(I  - kD\z>cJ;+' = v d + kD2V I ij' 
(3.9a) 
(3.9b) 
Except for the factor l a ,  (3.9a) is ident;cal to (3.la) and the modified operator is easily determined to be 
1 
2 
L' = (8; + 8;) + -k@; - a.;>* 
The intermediate boundary anditions in the Dirichlet case are found to be 
(3.10) 
= ,fn+k) + +g(gucv/,rn) - 28, o t / , t n ) ) *  (3.11) 
Although it is not necessafy to compute the operator La", it is interesting to do 50 since the equation 
(3.9b) has a feature not seen before; it involves U" as well as and U"+l. Because of this it appears 
senseless to discuss the modified equation for (3.9b) since we cannot apply it in isolation. However, if we 
multiply (3.9b) by (I + kD,') and use (3.9a), we can eliminate U" and obtain 
(Z + q ) ( Z  - &D$q+' - [(I - + k ( l  + k73D,'] Ls. (3.12) 
Note that this is a bit of a twist on the usual analysis in whim one eliminates v' from (3.9) to obtain a 
second order m a t e  method for <l.l.). We have eliminated Li" to obtain a second order aaxlrate method 
for the (as yet unknown) modired eqc3tion (1.4b). In this equation we use initid data 
u*'!r,,+k) = u*(r,,-tk) = if 
and view U"+: as an O(k3) approximation to u*'(t,,+U(). Replacing P1 by u"*(r,,+k) + 
h,*"(r ,+k)  + - . ir (3.12) and pr& as usual gives 
1 
2 .  
L.' = +(a; - a;) 
after a tedious calculation Of course the same result can be obtained m M  more easily by using (3.10) 
and (1.5). However, this sort of technique is sometimes neceSSary in dealing with multi-s*ep methods 
involving more than one intermediate solution. 
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4. T h e ~ F a c t d m t h ( A F ) M c t h o d  
Approximate faaorization methods arc typically written in a form different from (1.3), namely 
p,s; = P q  (4.la) 
QJ&; = 8; (4.lb) 
where 8" = CT+' - II" so that tht new approximation u"+' is obtained by setting 
Lq+I = q, + 6; (4.2) 
after solving (4.1). Clearly (4.1) is a twcFstep proadure for solving 
Q r Q > q + l  = ( p  + PrQ>)q 
and Q,Q, is an approximate factarization of some two-dimensional spatial operator. 
For the AF method, we need only speafy boundary conctitions for 6' aloag x = x,. I€ Dirichlet con- 
ditions are imposed, then the proper boundaq amditions for &;, in (4.la) CM be easily cittennined using 
(4.1 b) : 
= Q, %J 
= Qj(g(y/A&:) - g O l , J n ) ) .  (4.3) 
For more general bounda~~ mditions, however, it is useful to pursue the modified equation approach. 
Beam and Wanning[l] d d e r  AF methods for a more general problem .viVith mixed derivatives: 
u, = a, + bu, + cu,,. . - Lu. (4.4) 
They show that stable second order m a t e  methods can 5e obtained while handhg the mixed derivative 
tenn explicitly. One stub method is 
(4.5a) 
(4.5b) 
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1 
D$)utj = Y ( v i + I J + I  - u.+IJ-I - v ~ - I J - l  + u 8 - : J - : ) *  4th 
For the heat equationa = c = 1, b = 0, and the simplest such method (amtspding to Chnk-Nicolson) 
is obtained by taking e = 0, o = 8 = 1R. Ibm the OptratorP on the right hand side of (4.5a) reduces 
to 
P = k(D: + 03. 
For b # 0, other parameter choices give morc stable methods. e.g., 8 = 1, = LR, o : 2n (see [l]). 
We have also f d  that with Robbins boyndary conditions, he latter moiae of parmeters gives a more 
stable method even for the heat equation. 
In this section, we will consider the more general method (4.5) sinz the additional complicdtims 
only affect thc operator P in (4.54. We will see that this has essentially no effect on the derivation of 
boundary d t i o n s .  
Thus the mzthod has thc form (4.1) with 
Q! = (Z - o m ; )  (4.W 
and P given by (4.5a) (P could be even more complicated - e.g., for the hnnpxessible Navier-Stokes 
eqLations we m l d  obtain a method of this form in which P contains nonlinear terms [7]). In order to 
derive the modified equation for (4.la) without having to expand all the terms in P, we instead base our 
expansion on (4.lb): 
Q,.(q+l - q) = i$ - q. (4.7) 
Assuming as usual that q, = u*(x,,yj,rn+k) with initial conditions (1.6), we expand (4.7) to obtain 
1 1 
2 2 (Z - okd,f)(&U. + -Pu, + ' * ) = krc; + -kzu7, + . . - 
all evaluated at time in. Using u, = Lu = Lu' at time r,, solving for u,' gives 
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(4.8) .; = L- + zk(L? 1 - k a ; .  - a,t)u*+ ... . 
IMferentiating this with respect to f gives ui = L2u- + O(k).  Inserhng this in the f d  term of (4.8) 
yields 
U; = LU' - &a+' (4.9) 
plus t m  whi& are ~(k?. 'Ihus (4.5a) gives a seumd order m a t e  approximation to (4.9) if we set 
bp = L1"+6'. We thus have 
L' = ( I  - &a;%. (4.10) 
We fmt CDmidZr the GESC of lkkhlet boundary arnditioils. T ~ U I  (1.10) gives 
1 
2 u'(xby,z,,+k) = u + k(Z - wkd;& + -&'u + O(k-'j 
sina (La)' = L? + o@). Using the o r i g d  equation u, = LU, we can simpliry this to obtain 
u=(xby,f,+k) = u(ray,z,+k) - oGcun,:x*y,f,) + O(k3). 14.11) 
We obtain th bounQry condition for 6' by ~uii~actilg u(xb,v,r,) = g(y,r,) from both sides, a c i r w  
the O(k3) t m ,  
(4.12) 
improvement in the mor amstant. It is interesting to compare (4.12) to the boundvy amditions (4.3) 
derived directly from (4.1). Using (4.6b>, it is easy tc heck that they agree to O(fil). 
Table 4.1 shows some numerical results with Dirichlet boundary amditions for the same problem 
used in section 2. We see that (4.10) Qes give second order accuracy, but that the results are improved 
by using (4.9). Note that for a steady state problem witt. time-independent boundary amditions, g,, = 0 
so that (4.10) and (4.9) agree 
.. 
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Far tk Robbim bawlery aditkxs (1.2b), we can differentiate (4.11) with to x and take 
t h e  m a t e  linear ambination to obtain 
from (4.14) gives barndasy amditions for 6': 
as' + SS: = (y"': - y") - &cy:,. .. (4.16) 
When a and f3 are not amstant, it is 1~ea55a~).' to ciiscntize the derivatives ot u(xo,y,rn) oaxming on 
tbt right hand si& of (4.15). 'Ibis can d y  be done to the required 8ocuracy, but L? practict it apptan 
that great out must be taken in ordtr to avoid numerical imtabilities caused by high or& diff- in 
the bouxby amditiolls. One possibility is to transfer as many derivatives as possible onto the furrtim 
m, p and y, as we now discuss. Fmt note that if we assme the mdqpxaq amdition B(y,r) # 0 for 
all y,  t, we can divick (1.2bj by fMy,t). Heme. by modifjing a aid y wc can ~ssume without loss of gem 
erality that p = 1. 
- au,,, + I(, + a , u  + a,p1 + Z C ~ ~ K , .  + 2a,uI?. + aIq,. 
.. 
blving for au, + u X 9 ,  gives 81. expression which can be used on the right hand si& of (4.15) (note that .. 
a"':~,,, = a%,,, + O(k)).  Then (4.15) bearmes 
- &c[y:,, - a&u - a:.u, - &;.us - 2+,. - a:~,~]. .. ., 
'Ihis can be discretized in a straightfcmard m m r  a d  appears to  give nuch mre stable t n d a r y  
16 
Asanumaical nprimCnt, we annpnre (4.17) to tbc mom naive conditions 
u(xy,r) = sin(x+y-l) e->- (4.19) 
Robbim condi- For Jimplicity, we specified DificMet bouodary conditiolls dong three boundaries and 
tion 
1 
a(y,t) = coa(r) e', y(y,r) = ,sin(2y) e-' + cos(y) e-3. 
Table 4.2 gives a COmpariSOLl or' d~ obtained at t = 0.3 with three different combi~tiom of boundary 
conditiolls: 
a) (4.13) at x = 0 and (4.18) at I = 1, 
b) (4.12) at x = 0 and (4.18) at I = 1, 
c) (4.12) at I = 0 and (4.17) at x = 1. 
(4.20) 
AS expected, ~II three ambindtions give sewmi order amracy, but indUmng the mect o(k-7 tenns 
improves the emor constant. 'Ibe combination (4.20~) gives errors about 10 times smaller than (4.20a). 
In this experiment wt have used the parameters 8 = 1, 5 = 1R, o = 23 forimprovtd stability. 
We include a detailed disnrssion of our impleumtation of (4.9 sine in perfortning the experimcnis 
presented above it was found that both the w a g  and stability of the schune were greatly aff .ad by 
the mannef inwhich the bundary conditionswcrcimposed. 
17 
For each fixed j = 1, 2, . . ., N- 1, (4.5a) gives risc to a t r i d q d  system of equations of the fwm 
-od;-:; - (I + 2Oru)6; - = p,J (5.1) 
for i = 1, 2, ..., N-1, whtrc r = k/h2 and piJ is g i v ~ n  by the right hand side of (4.5a). Note that 
VvJ = ti;-: which can be saved from the previous time step. sina in general this is a three level 
-e, two time levels are rtquired as initial data. In our numerical experiments we used the exact solu- 
tion at timct 0 a d  k, tuut i n  Tactice a ha-level sckm rmst be used for the f irs t  step. 
When Dirichlet amdtiorrs are imposed, the system (5.1) is oompleted by spedying 6;, and 6-.;J as 
diswsad in SeAon 4. For the Robbins amdition we discretize the boundary amditions obtained for 6' in 
Won 4. For example, when a and p are constant we disuetize (4.16) as 
(5.1) for i = b to eliminate S'l, (when b = 0) or ti;.+: (when b = N). F a  example, at the right boundary 
(b = N) we obtain 
h r a h  . -20ru6,;-:J + (1 + b r u ( 1  + ha@)]  =p.yi + -p P.V] 
with a similar equation obtained for i = G. We thus have a tridiagonal system of N + 1 equations for S;, 
i = O , l ,  ..., N. 
Note that the exps ion for p,, (the right hand side of (4.5a)) involves second differences of q, and 
be Obtained 6;-- in the x - d i r d ~ n  and h w  evaluating paVJ requires  value^ yV+:J and 6.$+:J. These 
in the same way we derived (5.3) by discretizing (1.2b). We obtain 
and 
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s.&',J = $+l J - %iJ* 
Actually, i n  practice r ~ e  have f a u d  that the use of (5.4) leads to  a considerable 1w.s of accllracy 
near the boundaly ~ c h  can be avickd ly using a bier order approximtion to the derivtiw LE 
(1.2b) is instead discretized ty 
When a deptnds of y and t (and f3 1 as discusdin saction4), the boundary condition (4.17) is 
discretized to again give (5.3) with a replaced by a;+l and 
In many situations it is necessary to use fractional step methods involving more than two steps. Con- 
sequently, additional intermediate solutions arise for which boundary amditicns must also be speafied. 
For example, the LOD and rJ:  methods are easily extended to three space dimensions by adding a 
third step to the proctss. We amsidez the LOD method, which bemmes 
(6.lb) (I - p y ) r r '  1 = (I + pqrr 1 
(6 .1~)  
For clarity we have dropped the (thre) subscripts on these variables and will also suppress the spatial 
(I - p : ) I I " + '  A = (Z + pDf)rr'. 1 
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argurncnb of functions whcre amvenient. 'Ihe method (6.1) corresponds to the splitting 
given by (2.3), but now we have 
uct = (L - L- - L"'). = u, - u,, - u, .. 
= (L - L- - L***)$& 
UW, 
The boundary conditions for r/' along x = x b  become 
In the second step, we need boundary data for rT' along y = yb. Recall that we view U- as an 
approximation to u**(r,+U), where u** satisfies (1.4b) with initial conditions urn* - U* at r = r,+k. 
Hence we can expand 
(6.3) u"(r,+U) = [I + &L" t 1c(L**!2 1 + . . . ] u"(t,+k). 
Using the previously determintd expansion (1.10) ~ I I  (6.3) gives boundary data for if* in tenns of u(r,). 
Actually, for three-ste;, methods such as this, there is a much easier approach. By ( 6 . 1 ~ ) ~  we can 
view V- as an approximation to the function obtained by solving (1.4b) backwurds in time from 
u"+! = u(t,+J With time step --k we thus obtain 
r = [I - kL"' + TLz(L**')2 1 - ...I u(t,+J 
so that the boundary conditions me 
1 q; = u - ku, + yk+& 
all evaluated at (xi,yb,z,,rn4J. 
Fay, we note that even in two space dimensions it m a y  be necessary to use a three-step method if 
the operator L is split as the sum of two noncommuting operators, as is typically the case in variable a x f -  
fiaent ot nonlinear problans. 'Ihm suxmd order accuracy is retained by using a thteastep Strang split- 
tingP21- 
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B C N k  
b 
L2-rate 
c i 
.91 
.93 
1.86 
1.91 
2.66 
2.58 
~ (2.11) 
I 
I 
l(2.12) 
' (2.5) 
11 .15 
21 .075 
31 .05 
11 .15 
21 .MS 
31 .OS 
11 .15 
21 .075 
31 .OS 
Bc 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
I L,-error 
c 
8.1453 
' 4.5OE-3 
3.17E-3 
1.54E-3 
4.38E-4 
2.04E-4 
1.m-4 
1.51E-5 
4.73B-6 
L,-error . 
3.69E-3 
1.%3 
1.3953 - 
7 . 0 9 3  
1.94E-4 
8.93E-5 
5.49E-5 
8.66E-6 
3.04E-6 
Table 2.2 
I 
t 
11 
~ 21 
31 
11 
21 
31 
11 
21 
31 
L,-enor -- 
1 SSB-2 
9 . m 3  
7.23B-3 
N k  
.15 
.075 
.OS 
.15 
.m,c 
.OS 
.15 
.075 
.C5 
- 
2.64E-3 
7,94E-4 
3.76B-4 
L2-error 
I 
5.28E-3 
3.02E-3 
2.11E-3 
1.06E-3 
2.93E-4 
1 . ~ 4 ~ 4  
1.02E-4 
1.5955 
6.09E-6 
L2-rate 
-81 
.88 
1.86 
1.93 
4.45E-5 
8.5956 
3.41E-6 
2.37 
2.28 
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Bc - 
(4.20a) 
31 
L,-error 
4.38E-4 
1.15- 
5.2OE-5 
2.41E-4 
5.57E-5 
2.41E-5 
Table 4.1 
~ 
&ate 
1.03 
1.96 
2.11 
2.07 
.15 I 2.12E-3 
.07s 5.75E-4 
.05 2.63E-4 
k 
.06 
.03 
.02 
.06 
1 .03 
, .02 
.06 
t 
I .03 
.15 8.65E-4 
.075 2 . 5 M  
.05 1.2054 
L,-error 
1.35E-3 
4.11- 
1.94B3 
6.55E-4 
1.64E-4 
7.3255 
1.4OE-4 
3.46E-4 
9.55FA 
2.50E-4 1.93 
1.13E-4 1.96 
4.9655 
9.8OE-6 
4.0056 
2.7154 
7.8OE-5 1.80 
3.64E-5 1.88 
2.34 
2.21 
(4.20b) 
~ 
(4.20~) 
- 
N 
11 
21 
31 
11 
21 
31 
11 
21 
31 
-
- 
-
Table 4.2 
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16. Abstract 
A gene ra l  approach t o  determining t h e  c o r r e c t  i n t e rmed ia t e  boridnry 
cond i t ions  f o r  dimensional s p l i t t i n g  methods is presented a2d i l l u s t r a t e d .  
The in t e rmed ia t e  s o l u t i o n  U is  viewed as a second-order a c c u r a t e  
approximation EO a modified equation. Deriving the  modified equa t ion  and 
using t h e  r e l a t i o n s h i p  between. t h i s  equa t ion  and the  o r i g i n a l  s q u a t i o n  
al lows us t o  determine t h e  c o r r e c t  boundary conditions f o r  U . To 
i l l u s t r a t e  t h i s  technique, w e  apply it t o  LOD and AD1 methods f o r  t he  hea t  
e q u s t i m  in two and t h r e e  space dimensions. The approximate f a c t o r i z a t i o n  
method is considered i n  s l i g h t l y  more g e n e r a l i t y .  
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